A. Behind Shuman Hall - F/S/V
B. By Tennis Court – Purple/Green/F/S/V
C. Upper Boon - F/S/V
D. Betty Olsen - F/S/V
E. Betty Knopp – F/S/V
F. Upper Christie Lot - Pink & Overflow
G. Christie Circle - F/S/V
H. Pardington River View - Purple/Green F/S/V
I. Upper Simpson Lot - Pink
J. In Front of Simpson - F/S/V
K. Dunbar – Yellow
L. Bethany/Harmony – Orange
M. Hillside Apts. – Gold, Red /F/S/V
N. Lower Boon Campus Center – Purple/Green /F/S/V
O. In Front of Sky Island - F/S/V
P. Jaffray, Shepherd, Barney - Red/Gold/F/S/V
Q. By Roseberry & left of Elephant Barn - F/S/V
R. Between Gym and Library - Purple/Green - F/S/V
S. Behind Moseley – Blue
T. In Front of Moseley – F/S/V
HT Hilltop Schools - F/S/V
Y Alliance Theological Center.- Red/Purple/F/S/V

F/S/V
Faculty/Staff have white permits
Visitors please get a Visitor’s Parking Pass
At the Facilities Department, Boon Campus Center Information Desk, Admissions Office in Shuman Hall or ATS Information Desk

PERMIT:
PINK
BLUE
ORANGE
YELLOW
RED
PURPLE
GOLD
GREEN

FOR:
Christie/Simpson
Moseley
Bethany/Harmony
Dunbar
Graduate Residents
Graduate Commuters
Undergrads in Jaffray/Barney/Shepherd/Hillside
Undergrad Commuters